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ABSTRACT 
Philosophers have recently put forward the possibility of 
achieving moral enhancement through artificial intelligence (e.g., 
Giubilini and Savulescu’s version [32]), proposing various forms 
of “artificial moral advisor” (AMA) to help people make moral 
decisions without the drawbacks of human cognitive limitations. 
In this paper, we provide a new perspective on the AMA, drawing 
on empirical evidence from moral psychology to point out several 
challenges to these proposals that have been largely neglected by 
AI ethicists. In particular, we suggest that the AMA at its current 
conception is fundamentally misaligned with human moral 
psychology – it incorrectly assumes a static moral values 
framework underpinning the AMA’s attunement to individual 
users, and people’s reactions and subsequent (in)actions in 
response to the AMA suggestions will likely diverge substantially 
from expectations. As such, we note the necessity for a coherent 
understanding of human moral psychology in the future 
development of AMAs.  
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1 INTRODUCTION: AI MORAL 
ENHANCEMENT AND ARTIFICIAL MORAL 
ADVISORS 

In recent decades, philosophers have been exploring the 
implications of a variety of non-traditional methods for moral 
enhancement, primarily focusing on biomedical interventions, 
e.g., pharmaceutical products such as selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitors or techniques of genetic modification [79–81, 86, 88]. 
These proposals of moral bioenhancement have generated 
significant controversy in the field of bioethics [28, 43, 83, 100]. 
More recently, philosophers have started to consider the 
possibility of improving moral decision-making through artificial 
intelligence [87]. Systematic attempts to formulate the issue of 
moral enhancement via AI so far generally fall into three 
categories [61]: machine ethics, that is, machines hypothesised to 
be capable of human-level moral decisions independently of 
human guidance [2, 24, 67, 109, 110]; various AI moral 
assistants/advisors, where machines are programmed to conduct 
algorithmic moral deliberation while humans remain as the final 
decision makers [32, 87, 97]; and AI as Socratic assistant, aiming 
for moral improvement through deliberative dialogues and 
exchanges with the AI [54, 61].  
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The Artificial Moral Advisor (AMA) proposed by Giubilini and 
Savulescu [32] is an example of the second category. The AMA is 
a theoretical software system that could operate on the 
information gathered from the environment to tailor moral advice 
according to each human agent’s own moral standards. The core 
idea of their AMA is to support personalised moral decision-
making by “advising on the morally best thing to do” [32, p.172] 
given the human user’s pre-declared moral commitments, without 
the undesirable interference of cognitive limitations or various 
biases of human psychology. Drawing on Firth's [29] ideal 
observer theory, the AMA would be characterised by being: (1) 
disinterested in favouring any individual, action, or thing, unless 
instructed to do so; (2) dispassionate or independent from 
emotions; (3) capable of producing consistent suggestions under 
the same situational circumstances with the same moral criterial 
input; and (4) used by “normal persons” [32, p. 177]. Hence, the 
AMA would resemble a quasi-ideal observer as it would contain 
egocentric expressions (e.g., “if these are your principles then you 
ought to do x”), allowing a degree of moral relativism or pluralism 
for individuals to provide the AMA with moral parameters of their 
own choice, albeit with certain baseline moral constraints (e.g., 
the AMA must avoid advising killing or stealing) pre-defined by 
moral authoritative figures. As a potential long-term benefit, 
Giubilini and Savulescu expect the AMA’s prudent advice would 
help humans achieve reflective equilibrium by prompting people 
to question their moral decisions as well as reflecting on their 
fundamental moral views. For example, if one desires to become 
more altruistic, the AMA might advise donating most of their 
disposable income for maximum overall utility generation, thus 
encouraging the person to reflect on their current actions and 
general moral ground.  

Here we provide a commentary on Giubilini and Savulescu’s 
AMA [32] and others like it, pointing out several complications 
that have received little attention in the AI ethics literature. In 
addition to the known challenges to artificial moral agents in 
general (section 2.1), we note that the proposal of such an AMA is 
fundamentally misaligned with human moral psychology. 
Specifically, it incorrectly assumes a static moral values 
framework that would underpin the AMA’s attunement to 
individual users (section 2.2), and we argue that people’s reactions 
and subsequent (in)actions in response to the AMA will likely 
diverge substantially from Giubilini and Savulescu’s expectations 
(section 3.1). We also question the possibility of true AI moral 
enhancement via this type of AI moral advisor (section 3.2) and 
suggest a positive use case where a more constrained version of a 
domain-specific AMA may be relatively attainable (section 4). Our 
central claim is that the AMA, at least as presently envisioned by 
Giubilini and Savulescu, runs counter to our current empirical 
knowledge about human moral judgement and decision-making. 
It is worth noting that we are engaging with the conception of a 
weak form of AI moral advisor that may conceivably be developed 
in the near future. Hence, we will neither argue for or against the 
prospect of artificial general intelligence, or the so-called 
“superintelligence”, that hypothetically could make genuine 
moral decisions independent of human control.  

2 AMA INTERNAL CONFIGURATION 
2.1 AMA Existing Concerns: Moral Value Input 
The possibility and permissibility of artificial moral agents have 
been widely debated in the community of machine ethics [15, 30, 
68], with researchers on both sides arguing for (e.g., [109, 110]) 
and against (e.g., [101, 112]) the development of such AI systems. 
Although Giubilini and Savulescu’s AMA is designed to be a 
decision support system without full ethical autonomy or agency 
(c.f., [72]), many challenges to artificial moral agents are 
applicable to the AMA. One of the major difficulties is the lack of 
a unified conceptualisation of human morality upon which to 
programme AI moral advisors [87, 93]. As a preliminary step for 
practical purposes, Giubilini and Savulescu resolve this by opting 
for a pseudo-relativist approach where the AMA simply allows 
the user to define what counts as moral. To ameliorate the danger 
of enabling unconstrained moral relativism in an AMA, they 
acknowledge the requirement for some reasonable baseline 
principles set by morally experts. The optimistic view, then, is that 
with these constraints, the AMA could be attuned to each user’s 
own moral values (or meta-level preferences over what they think 
their moral values should be), and provide guidance for specific 
choices in line with these values free from weakness of attentional 
lapses, framing effects, and cognitive biases.  

Programming the baseline moral constraints into the AMA, 
nonetheless, is an ethical theory-laden process that inevitably 
requires privileging a particular set of moral principles over 
others, absent any settled consensus as to the normative status of 
such choices. Although some guidelines may serve as a starting 
point to setting these basic filters [30], e.g., the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights [106], we note the problem of the 
lack of exceptionless universals, regardless of whether certain 
exceptions are justified in the real-world socio-political 
environment. For example, a plausible pre-defined constraint of 
the AMA could be “avoid racial discrimination”, which could 
conflict with one’s potential input of “preferentially support 
minority-owned businesses”. Similarly, the basic principle of 
"avoid all violence” would encounter problems when confronted 
with situations requiring violent interventions, e.g., tackling an 
armed attacker on the street before they hurt someone. Giubilini 
and Savulescu admit these occasions are possible, yet assert these 
instances would be rare and that their rarity will not diminish the 
AMA’s practicality in everyday moral situations. However, moral 
values frequently come into conflict on a daily basis [45] — it 
would thus be a combinatorial challenge for an AMA to handle 
multiple simultaneously relevant principles and exceptional cases 
to every principle. Indeed, it is humans' reframing and selective 
attention that helps us view an issue or decision through only one 
lens (see section 2.2), which is not supposed to be a feature of a 
general AMA across settings/contexts. As the AMA programming 
would require explicit specifications of quantifiable utility 
thresholds, it is unclear how an AMA could consistently resolve 
any socio-moral ambiguity in which conflicts between general 
principles or exceptional cases to a particular principle arise.  

Moreover, the AMA’s function risks departing from a set of 
hard-coded moral psychological preferences, as moral values vary 
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substantially within individuals over time and context [99]. 
Although a person presumably could manually update their self-
encoded criteria in the AMA as they gradually come to the 
realisation of their moral value shifts, it would be difficult to 
identify the exact moment that such a change occurs, by which 
point they might have already made decisions based on outdated 
AMA suggestions. For example, recent intensification of hate 
speech towards religious and ethnic minorities due to the rise of 
radical right-wing politics, exacerbated by an increasingly 
algorithmic society, has prompted a shift in understanding of free 
speech and participatory politics [16, 51, 69, 76]. Additionally, 
even within relatively short periods of time, people’s moral values 
may fluctuate in the face of significant events or unanticipated 
experience, e.g., watching a video of George Floyd’s murder. 
Hence, not only do humans themselves require an ongoing re-
construction of their normative account of morality [111], such 
updating of moral values would need accounting for when 
programming an AMA. However, a static AMA will likely fail to 
keep up with our gradual or spontaneous moral transformations, 
especially when the moral values (e.g., importance of justice, 
racial equality, accountability laws) are themselves complex and 
conceptually-linked. It is unclear how one’s updating of one or 
more moral values would impact the AMA functioning relative to 
other principles, or how the AMA could resolve contradictions 
arising from changing of moral beliefs if one had the meta-
preference of moral consistency.  

2.2 AMA Information Processing: 
Incompatibility with Human Psychology 

The AMA, as described by Giubilini and Savulescu, implicitly 
assumes that not only a unique and findable course of action (or 
manageably small equivalence class of actions) exists for any 
morally relevant decision, but also a static internal moral 
framework within each individual. That is, it works to advise the 
morally optimal course(s) of action based on one stable set of 
moral values that are assumed to be consistent across time and 
situations, which is incompatible with human psychology. As 
people hold multiple competing moral values [41, 91, 92], a 
previous conceptualisation of the AMA [87] may seem more 
realistic, where the human agent would rank or assign weights to 
a pre-programmed list of moral values according to their own 
preference, although it still neglects a key empirical fact that 
humans rarely operate on one stable and consistent overarching 
moral system.  

A significant body of recent research in cognitive psychology 
converges to support a dual-process model of moral judgment [3, 
18, 20, 35, 38, 40, 74, 75]. Current reinforcement learning models 
posit two distinct value computation systems that interact to 
control judgements and behaviour: a model-free system that 
assigns learned values directly to actions themselves, and a model-
based system that estimates expected values for action-outcome 
pairs based on the individual’s current understanding of the 
situation/world [18, 20] (cf., [19]; see also [23]). Although these 
systems are not specifically moral [37], they underpin judgments 
and decision-making across a wide variety of tasks, and are thus 

fundamental parts of how humans make sense of their world and 
the actions available to them [31, 58]. These systems’ influence 
over behaviour fluctuates due to a variety of factors, including 
incentive structures, experience, time, complexity of the task, and 
goals [55–57, 77]. That is, the decision and control algorithms 
implemented by the human brain output judgements and 
behaviours that vary over time and decision contexts given similar 
(or structurally identical) inputs. It is thus the case that there 
simply is no point in time that a person is ‘free’ of ‘biases’ or other 
cognitive constraints such that they can accurately input their 
‘true’ moral values or meta-preferences over such values at the 
time of configuring one’s personalised AMA. Rather, people’s 
moral values or preferences are (re)constructed as necessary given 
their environment and available options (cf.,  [7, 102]).  

Furthermore, the moral values that serve as a subset of inputs 
to these neural systems are also variable over time and context 
[53, 99] in response to life experiences, social feedback or 
reinforcement, media exposure, and a host of other factors. For 
example, judgements of moral permissibility are affected by 
framing of various contextual factors such as harmful (in)action, 
intentionality, physical contact, inevitability, or certainty of 
outcome [21, 75, 95, 107]. One objection may be that the AMA is 
intended to help minimise exactly this instability of values to 
promote moral consistency when making decisions, but the link 
between instability of values and implementation of value 
representations in the human brain suggests the infeasibility of 
this aim. Cognitive representations that underpin moral 
judgement and behaviour are necessarily less complex than the 
actual physical events themselves, and so such events may be 
represented in multiple different ways in each situation, 
emphasising or prioritising some aspects relative to others in their 
salience or causal roles, without any objective standard on which 
one type of representation is ‘superior’. Indeed, this feature is core 
to why situational variables can alter the extent to which people 
consider causal or mental information relevant to judgements of, 
e.g., blame, with such judgements not depending on these factors 
as much when allocating blame against outgroup members ([71], 
Study 6). Given the AMA’s nature as a non-invasive external 
device, it will not alter the fundamental properties of cognitive 
representation in the human brain, and likely will have no ability 
to directly remediate any such effects arising from how 
representation functions.  

Equally important, however, are the lay theories that people 
may have about morality that are often at odds with their own 
moral psychology. For example, research on moral attribution 
seems to suggest asymmetrical psychological processes of moral 
praise and blame. When assigning moral blame, people appear to 
be more sensitive to causality [11], intentionality and/or 
controllability of the action [82], and magnitude of harmful 
consequences [96]. These factors play smaller roles in our 
judgements of moral praise, as people appear to be particularly 
sensitive to the motive behind a good deed [17]. As more research 
on moral attribution emerges in recent years, however, moral 
praise and blame appear to be two fundamentally different forms 
of moral attributions that are not symmetrically analogous to each 
other [1, 39], despite people generally believing that they are or 
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should be. Thus, the seemingly inconsistent moral judgements of 
praiseworthy vs. blameworthy behaviours should not be regarded 
as irrational or as one falling short of their ideal moral self, but as 
executions of inherently distinct socio-psychological functions, 
where blame primarily serves a retributive function while praise 
acts to promote social relationship building [19]. If people 
intuitively assume otherwise, expecting the AMA to give them 
advice on how to equally assign moral praise and blame based on 
the static moral framework encoded in an AMA (e.g., the 
utilitarian principle of maximising the hedonic benefit of an act), 
the advice given would likely create friction with psychological 
functions. In this case, it is not merely that further research could 
uncover more knowledge about the functions of various aspects 
of moral psychology to build into the AMA, but users themselves 
likely have infeasible preferences for how they would want a 
moral advisor to steer them. The situation is akin to users asking 
the AMA to direct them as to which emotions they ought to 
have/feel in response to social encounters, when they themselves 
do not understand the neurobiological or cognitive-social roles 
those emotions serve.  

In summary, our key argument is the AMA assumes that 
people possess a single (relatively) consistent moral framework or 
stable set of moral principles to which they would adhere with the 
AMA’s help, and that their variable prioritisation of different 
aspects of a given dilemma across time and contexts is simply a 
limitation or a bug, rather than a necessary and/or valuable 
feature of human cognition. In this way, these proposals of 
machine moral advisors would be superimposing a presumptive 
framework of morality onto a hypothetical decision aid that seems 
to be misaligned with our current understanding of human moral 
reasoning. Not only is it the case that cognitive representations of 
moral values vary across time and context, this flexibility is vital 
as people need to be capable of responding adaptably to complex 
novel stimuli in social environments. As such, a moral 
particularist framework that endorses the variable relevance of 
moral features [22] appears to be more empirically compatible 
with our psychological functioning. To accommodate humans’ 
natural (and essential) variability in situational and context 
dependent moral cognition, the AMA would have to give up its 
static moral framework and information processing system, and 
learn, predict, and process each person’s different prioritisation of 
certain moral representations in all possible situations in which it 
can be used. Such an advanced intelligent system, or “possible 
moral self-update of the moral machines” [83, p. 3], may as well 
be regarded as a form of artificial general intelligence, which is 
out of the scope of the current paper as well as Giubilini and 
Savulescu’s original proposal for the AMA. 

3 RESPONDING TO AMA MORAL ADVICE  
As the AMA would not be a full ethical agent [72], it has an 
advantage over various proposals of the so-called “moral 
machine” [10, 36, 94] (see also [48, 104]) insofar as using it would 
not override one’s moral agency. Using a task-specific AI decision 
support system like the AMA, nevertheless, remains subject to 
psychological limitations of the human mind. One common 

argument for building an AMA is that whilst heuristics may be 
cognitively efficient in some circumstances, they often result in 
inaccurate or situationally irrational judgements [3–5, 34, 40, 47, 
52, 98, 103]. Giubilini and Savulescu suggest that the AMA could 
further the achievement of moral aspirations by being able to 
collect and process all the information needed to make decisions 
without the drawbacks of emotions or intuitions.  

Assuming the AMA were computationally powerful enough to 
represent every single salient aspect of one’s moral dilemmas and 
also possessed the ethical expertise to make optimal moral 
recommendations accordingly, then there should be no reason 
why any individual should challenge the AMA. Lara and Deckers 
[61] believe that the role of the human agent under this type of AI 
advisor (“auxiliary enhancement”, p. 280) to be too passive, since 
people only need to make one decision of whether or not to follow 
the AI advice without moral deliberation themselves. As the 
human agent does not need to understand the link between their 
moral values and the AMA’s moral advice, they might be reduced 
to having only one choice of whether or not to conform to the 
AMA. As such, people might well end up with moral deskilling 
[108] if the AMA obviates the need for practicing moral 
judgements as moral deliberation is outsourced to the AMA.  

We agree with Lara and Deckers’ notion insofar as the nature 
of the AMA as a moral advisor suggests the provision of direct 
recommendations for moral actions, which is distinctly 
prescriptive. Admittedly, these prescriptions of moral actions are 
based on the individual’s own value inputs at the outset, but there 
is no requirement for the agent to reflect on them further. 
However, it should be apparent that passive acceptance is not the 
only option in response to the AMA, and the situation may be 
more intricate than ethicists currently acknowledge. Specifically, 
the human agent, as the final decision maker, indisputably has all 
the power (and the responsibility) to decide what they would do 
with the AMA advice, whether that be accepting it without 
reflection, accepting or rejecting it when the AMA aligns or 
misaligns with one’s pre-existing preferences, or simply ignoring 
it completely and/or seeking a second opinion elsewhere. 

Responding to the AMA, then, has parallels with the existential 
dilemma of Sartre’s [85] advice-seeking soldier, where a young 
man is equally torn between fighting a war for a greater cause or 
staying at home to take care of his mother who lived only for him. 
If the young man sought advice from, say, a priest, he would have 
made the choice of consulting this priest based on his knowledge 
of the priest’s inclination and of what advice he might receive. He 
would be, in some sense, already choosing the answer by choosing 
the kind of person from whom he would be seeking the advice. He 
would then need to decide whether to accept the priest’s advice 
or to reject it and seek advice elsewhere, bringing on further 
decisions to make. In other words, from an existential perspective, 
any form of advice-seeking does not, in any way, delegate one’s 
moral decision-making or offload one’s moral responsibility for 
their eventual action, as “to choose an adviser is nevertheless to 
commit oneself by that choice” (p. 6). Similarly, choice is 
inescapable and irreducible for individuals with the aid of an AMA 
– the choices of whether one should seek advice from the AMA, 
or deem the AMA an appropriately trustworthy moral authority, 
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or accept, reject or ignore the AMA’s suggestions, and whether 
one should seek advice from sources other than the AMA, all fall 
under the umbrella of human moral decisions.  

Analogous to the young soldier seeking advice from a priest, 
the very decision between accepting and acting on, versus 
rejecting the AMA recommendations of the morally optimal thing 
to do, would be itself a human choice. That is, the judgements of 
“whether or not x is the thing one ought to do based on one’s own 
moral principles” now becomes “whether or not one chooses to 
accept the AMA suggestion that x is the thing one ought to do 
based on one’s own moral principles”. These judgements can be 
seen as mirroring Sextus Empiricus’ problem of the criterion, 
where being able to distinguish between morally good or bad 
advice given by the AMA requires the knowledge of what morally 
good or bad advice is in the first place. If one already has such a 
criterion of moral knowledge, then the AMA advice would be 
largely redundant.  

Distinctions should be drawn here between narrow AI moral 
enhancement, where the AMA helps one choose or act more 
morally than one otherwise would, and broad AI moral 
enhancement, functioning to improve one’s moral motives or 
character (c.f., [25]). Giubilini and Savulescu’s notion that the 
AMA may help people achieve narrow and broad reflective 
equilibrium [32, pp. 180-181] is reminiscent of both types of AI 
moral enhancement, as they expect people to reflect on not only 
their current moral choice, but on the general moral framework 
used to guide other actions based on the AMA advice. We, 
however, view this ambitious claim with some skepticism.  

3.1 Acting More Morally? Moral Motivation 
and Bias in AMA Use Contexts 

Consider first using an AMA as a means of AI moral enhancement 
in the narrow sense. As Lara and Deckers [61] rightly point out, 
AMA-like AI moral advisors do not provide a motivational factor 
to encourage people to act morally. That is, people may not feel 
driven to follow the AI’s recommendations, even if those 
recommendations are morally ideal according to one’s own 
principles. This limitation should come as no surprise, since moral 
action requires moral motivation, and the AMA acts only as a 
moral advisor, offering no incentives to accept its advice. With no 
incentives or enforcing measures in place, assistive technology 
such as the AMA would not be able to “force us to reflect upon 
our own moral criteria and our own intuitions” [32, p.179] and 
may thus be largely superfluous.  

Moreover, even if people are properly motivated to respond to 
the AMA in some way, people might consider its suggestions 
bizarre or unacceptable when such suggestions violate their own 
moral judgements. Giubilini and Savulescu neglect the fact that 
these responses to the AMA’s suggestions are the same type of 
moral decision that the AI system was programmed to moderate 
in the first place. That is, judgements about the AMA would be 
inherently subject to precisely the same shortcomings of biases, 
heuristics, and framing effects prevalent in human cognition. 
Indeed, research on human-robot interaction suggests that 
people’s judgements towards AI systems can be influenced by a 

host of factors, e.g., objective/mechanical vs. subjective/human 
nature of the task at hand [14, 62, 89], perceived capability and 
comfortableness with the AI [89], or perceived ability and 
expertise of the AI [8]. This calls into question the reliability of an 
AMA as an effective moral decision aid, since people’s responses 
to these AI systems themselves may be malleable and influenced 
by the framing or presentation of its moral advice output, which 
are the very obstacles that the AMA is designed to alleviate.  

A prominent factor that may impact the acceptance or 
rejection of the AMA recommendations is motivated cognition – 
the tendency to selectively accept or attack incoming information 
as a function of ideology or worldview compatibility [64, 105]. A 
large amount of research in moral and political psychology 
provides evidence for this kind of motivated reasoning, which has 
been found for perception of a wide range of scientific facts, such 
as anthropogenic global warming, human evolution, the Big Bang 
theory, stem cell research, and impact of Covid-19 [12, 13, 26], as 
well as for social attitudes towards, e.g., refugees [33, 42] and 
Brexit [73] – a phenomenon which was not mitigated by increased 
levels of education or general knowledge [49, 50]. A recent set of 
studies [65] has found the same type of belief alignment effect 
towards AI recommendations, where people’s willingness to act 
on AI judgements depends on whether the AI verdict appears to 
align or conflict with their pre-existing politico-moral intuitions. 
As such, the use and acceptance of the AMA is itself subject to 
motivated cognition. We can, therefore, reasonably expect that 
people would follow the AMA advice compatible with their moral 
preferences, and reject any suggestions that are inconsistent, 
effectively degrading the role of the AMA to a form of self-
reinforcing cheerleading. Thus, people might use the AMA, 
consciously or not, for purposes other than moral enhancement 
or reflective equilibrium to reaffirm their socio-political 
worldviews or ideologies.  

In this way, an AMA could become a self-perpetuating belief 
system with further negative consequences. With the ongoing 
development of machine learning algorithms, a learning AMA 
could potentially steer its users towards moral degradation rather 
than towards moral enhancement: the AMA might learn our 
moral likes/dislikes from its history of our acceptance/rejection of 
its advice, then update its advice accordingly to recommend more 
options in line with people’s strongest preferences and fewer ones 
that might receive unfavourable reactions. It might, thus, 
eventually converge to reassert one’s own moral worldview by 
feeding into existing moral preferences (biases included), or even 
accelerate moral polarisation in the worst-case scenario, 
amplifying existing ethical failures within each individual and 
degrading the overall quality of the moral lives of its users and the 
society which they inhabit.  

Given the computational power required to develop a 
centralised general-use AMA, only governments or major 
corporations would realistically be able to provide the necessary 
resources and funding for its development, raising further ethical 
considerations with real-world impact. First, this might lend 
credence to the concern that any market-based competition to 
provide AMA-like software would drive the same kind of amoral 
exploitation that characterises social media engagement 
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algorithms [27, 63]. This would be particularly worrisome if the 
human agent using the AMA is deskilled to the point of obeying 
its suggestions with little effortful judgement, allowing the AMA 
manufacturer to rule over their moral decisions. A further concern 
is that ill-intended organisations or states might be incentivised 
to develop such reaffirming and polarising AMA tools to serve 
their own purposes of oppression and social control. For example, 
such a device could be repurposed for preserving the conformity 
of a population’s moral judgments to a state-approved profile. To 
make an analogy, the use of ultra-sophisticated facial recognition 
technology could be beneficial for society to, e.g., assist in search 
and rescue operations for missing children, but it is also possible 
to be used by police forces and governments to identify and track 
individuals in a discriminatory and unjust way [78, 90]. Therefore, 
even if the AMA was technically available, we are uncertain that 
it would be put to the sole good use of moral enhancement as 
Giubilini and Savulescu proposed (see also [44]).  

3.2 True AI Moral Enhancement? 
Setting aside the preceding issues, there is an argument that the 
AMA fails to acknowledge important procedural elements of 
moral action. For the virtue ethics tradition, morality is about 
acting in accordance with virtuous character traits, e.g., honesty, 
compassion, or courage, and exercising the practical wisdom (or 
phronesis) to apply these virtues to a given situation. Virtue 
ethicists might recognise the potential of an AMA as a moral 
exemplar in the early stages of developing habituation of moral 
virtue. For example, a child might learn from a virtuous adult who 
models good behaviour, which engages the child in the process of 
moral habituation of virtuous action, and eventually leads to the 
internalisation of the virtue and the practical wisdom necessary 
to enact it properly in each context.  

However, there are several limitations for the AMA if it is to 
play this role. Firstly, the AMA cannot capture the full 
pedagogical value of a moral exemplar because of its nature as an 
external device – an inert advisor without embodiment. It can 
merely offer advice, and it itself has not, nor can it, act in the 
world. It thus cannot share with a user the benefit of its own past 
moral experience, as a human moral exemplar or mentor can. 
There is an important distinction for a virtue theorist between 
actively learning from another’s example and passively being told 
what to do – whilst the AMA can do the latter, it cannot enable 
the former. At best, it could only be an interim or developmental 
step on the path to developing virtuous behaviour, as proper 
habituation needs to lead to internal changes of moral qualities in 
the moral agent themselves. Long-term reliance on the AMA as a 
moral exemplar would not be appealing from a virtue ethics 
standpoint, as its convenience and constant availability may limit 
individuals’ ability to transition to inculcating the virtues 
themselves, and individuals may even come to believe it ethically 
wrong to relinquish the AMA’s moral advice. Unlike a good 
human moral exemplar, the AMA, by its purpose of giving moral 
advice, would not know to remove itself as the training wheels 
and resist being called upon to provide a model for every moral 
decision. Perhaps a better fit would be the proposals of Lara and 
Deckers [61] (see also [54, 60]), who have advocated for a type of 

Socratic/Stoic AI assistant that teaches one to make more morally 
reflective and discerning decisions through critical dialogue 
exchanges between the human agent and the AI.  

That said, one might object that the procedural details of how 
an individual came to act in a particular way is less important than 
the fact they came to the most ethical decision, which would be 
an ultimately consequentialist view. Indeed, while we have given 
some grounds from moral psychology to doubt the practical 
benefits or effectiveness of an AMA, using such an AI moral 
advisor is least controversial from a utilitarian perspective, where 
the primary quality of an ethical act is its beneficial consequences. 
However, the AMA is incompatible with a Kantian perspective of 
moral enhancement, as doing one’s moral duty requires the 
presence of self-governing rationality within an individual, which 
would not be met if an individual was relying on an external 
device like the AMA to make moral decisions. Giubilini and 
Savulescu might object that as one selects their own moral criteria 
input, the AMA would facilitate moral autonomy. We are 
unconvinced, as it would not be me advising myself, but an 
omniscient expert with a transient and noisy snapshot of my 
values (or my meta-level preference of what I think they are or 
should be) advising me, making the AMA user heteronomous. 
This interpretation of the AMA at least implies that using the 
AMA improperly delegates aspects of one’s moral decision-
making, which is further complicated by an existentialist 
perspective of inescapability and irreducibility of advice-seeking. 
Existentialists may reject the AMA on the grounds that it assumes 
you can set out your moral principles before taking actions to 
instantiate them, but as “existence precedes essence”, our moral 
principles are created and invented in our actions themselves, 
instead of lying in ourselves prior to our actions. It might then be 
inauthentic to rely on the AMA as a source of advice, on the 
grounds that it reflects a theory of self where individuals have 
stable natures independent of their actions. 

4 POSITIVE USE CASE: AMA IN 
HEALTHCARE  

Instead of envisioning the AMA as a single unified technology 
that would demand an astronomical amount of computational 
power to account for a potentially infinite list of ethical priorities 
and to map every aspect of all possible decisions, it may be more 
realistic to develop the technology in a constrained context (see 
also [30]), e.g., in clinical care as a decision aid for physicians 
facing moral dilemmas. A more limited use in the healthcare 
context may be successful for several reasons. First, there is an 
existing available body of credentialed clinical ethicists who can 
bring their skills to bear in designing a medical AMA. Second, the 
clinical context may offer vast amounts of data (e.g. patient 
electronic health records) required by the AMA to work 
effectively. Third, the predominant moral guidance within clinical 
medicine is a principles-based framework, making it amenable to 
the AMA’s principles-focussed design: principlism [6] centres 
around four principles (autonomy, non-maleficence, beneficence, 
and justice) as a way of resolving ethical dilemmas in healthcare. 
Ethical dilemmas arise when all those values cannot be maximally 
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fulfilled at once, e.g. a patient with questionable decision-making 
capacity refusing an obviously beneficial treatment. These 
dilemmas must be resolved through a process of specifying values 
into concrete cases and their careful weighing to determine the 
best course of action for that particular case, in which case the 
AMA could be beneficial to medical professionals. As explained 
by Giubilini and Savulescu, the AMA may be most useful when 
individuals lack sufficient information or must act in an 
emergency context [32, p. 170], which accurately describes most 
clinicians’ intense, high-stakes working environment. The AMA 
could thus approach an ‘ideal observer’ version of the clinical 
ethicist role, offering empirical and normative guidance to 
clinicians in accordance with a moral framework that will be 
familiar from their own medical training, which might be 
especially valuable in resource poor environments with less 
available human clinical ethics consultations.  

This narrow application would nevertheless face numerous 
challenges. First, Giubilini and Savulescu are ambiguous about the 
training data for an AMA. In addition to offering a principles-
based moral framework, are moral experts also providing their 
own judgements regarding how to act in response to particular 
cases, or is there a corpus of morally virtuous decisions on which 
the AMA can be trained? Consider a parallel technology proposed 
by bioethicists, the autonomy algorithm, which would estimate 
the confidence for predicted preferences of incapacitated patients 
by using machine learning technologies trained with population-
wide history of past medical decisions [59]. This has been 
suggested as an advisor for surrogate decision-makers [9], or 
more radically as a replacement for family members as surrogate 
decision-makers entirely [46]. Similarly, the AMA could use past 
clinical ethics consults as its training data, with the extent to 
which past decisions are in accordance with the attested ethical 
values of the medical profession determining the value of the 
AMA. The quality of past ethical decision making is also 
important when considering the feasibility of AMAs in other 
constrained contexts. For example, it is unlikely that a policing 
AMA would make ethical recommendations for police 
interactions with Black citizens based on past policing history. 

A further issue is that the record of performance of AI powered 
recommendation tools in healthcare has been suboptimal. 
Giubilini and Savulescu cite IBM Watson [32, p. 173], a computer 
system designed to provide medical diagnosis and treatment 
recommendations, as a positive use case for the power of artificial 
advisory systems. The project, however, was shelved by the 
company in 2020 [66]. In addition to its limited training data set 
and “unsafe and incorrect” recommendations of cancer treatments 
[84], Watson’s single recommendation criterion of maximising 
disease-free survival was unable to account for contextual patient 
values [70]. A healthcare AMA would likely face difficulty in 
providing recommendations that attempt to balance multiple 
ethical principles.  

Thirdly, although principlism may be used as a relatively 
uncontroversial consensus of baseline moral value input (at least 
in the US/Western context) into a medical AMA, it will 
nonetheless encounter the same complications when physicians 
respond to it as when people respond to a general-use AMA, as 

we have discussed in section 3 above. That is, clinicians’ decisions 
regarding the AMA advice would themselves be judgements 
under the influence of human psychology, and medical 
professionals run the risk of moral de-skilling if they over-rely on 
such a tool. This would be especially problematic given the high-
stakes nature in the field of healthcare.  

5 CONCLUSIONS 
As one of the recent attempts to propose moral enhancement via 
artificial intelligence, Giubilini and Savulescu’s [32] artificial 
moral advisor (AMA) is a theoretical AI system that could 
recommend morally optimal actions according to each 
individual’s moral standards. However, echoing existing concerns 
regarding artificial moral agents, we noted the lack of a unified 
theory of ethics to programme the AMA, the lack of exceptionless 
universals that the AMA might have difficulty resolving, and the 
AMA’s inability to update itself in face of a user’s gradual or 
instant transformations of moral values. In addition, drawing on 
moral psychology, we also identified a number of novel challenges 
to this particular version of AI moral advisor, which would likely 
bear upon other proposals in this vein but have been largely 
neglected by AI ethicists. Specifically, we argued that the current 
conception of the AMA runs counter to how human minds 
represent values, process information, control judgement and 
behaviour. Thus, the AMA cannot directly change human moral 
psychology, and its implementation as described will fail to track 
its own users’ shifting moral values and goal-directed changing 
priorities. Furthermore, we pointed out that responses to the AMA 
would be themselves moral judgements and subject to the same 
drawbacks of human cognition that the AMA is intended to 
mitigate in the first place. Driven prominently by motivated 
cognition or the selective acceptance/rejection of moral advice, 
the AMA would face the danger of becoming a self-reaffirming 
belief system that could potentially direct users towards moral 
degradation, instead of moral enhancement as envisioned. Finally, 
we questioned the role of the AMA as an effective moral advisor 
from various philosophical traditions, casting doubt on the claim 
of the AMA’s capability of true moral enhancement. Although it 
may be more realistically achievable in a narrower context, such 
as a specialised medical AMA for clinicians’ use, the discussed 
complications nonetheless remain. In closing, we emphasise that 
proposals of AI moral advisors must acknowledge the necessity to 
first have a coherent understanding of human moral psychology, 
without which any such project will likely encounter tremendous 
difficulty.  
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